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EXPLORING THE
CHANGING SEASONS 

October brought beautiful changes
outside and enriching fall explorations to
our classrooms.

P A G E  2

THE ABCS AND 123S
OF ECDC

Learn more about how ECDC educators
embed standards-based learning into
our Reggio Emilia-inspired program.
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MUSIC AS STORY

Exploring music that makes pictures in
our mind. 

P A G E  4

October was a wonderful month of learning, community and friendships for the children at ECDC. Many
classrooms explored pumpkins and fall leaves. We celebrated the holidays of Sukkot, Simchat Torah and
Diwali. 



October has brought a great deal of change to our outdoor spaces. Our windows give us a
beautiful view of the colorful trees that surround our school. The children have shared stories
of how their homes have been decorated for the season. In our Reggio-inspired school, our
environments change and adapt to meet the needs and interests of the children. Across our
classrooms the children have explored leaves, dissected pumpkins, investigated the plants
and animals found on our playground, read texts and learned songs about the season of
autumn. 
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Exploring the Changing Seasons

Looking to get involved at ECDC?
Consider joining our Parent Teacher

Partnership (PTP). The PTP supports our
school through fundraising, teacher
appreciation efforts and community

building.



THE ABCS AND 123S OF ECDC

In a Fours class, the children
were invited to sort tomatoes by
size.
2.4 PK.A.1 Describe and
compare measurable attributes
of length and weight of
everyday objects.

Calendar Reminders

During their visit to the
Atelier, children in Transition
worked with air dry clay.
When the clay dried, they
were able to paint their
creations.
3.2 PK.A.3 Notice change in
matter.
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In a 4s class, the children read
The Very Busy Spider and then
created their own spiders
using pipe cleaners and a
variety of loose parts. 
1.2 PK.C With prompting and
support, make connections
between information in a text
and personal experience. 

In Transition, the children
learned to safely use glue guns
to create diyas. 
10.5 PK.C Use tools that require
use of fingers, hands, and/or
wrists to accomplish a task.

Students used colorful scarves
to dance to a piece of music
with Mrs. Closson. 
9.1.M PK.E Use imagination and
creativity to express self through
music and dance.

In a Fours Class, children
observed how exposure to
sunlight affected tomatoes and
apple slices.
3.2 PK.A.3 Notice change in
matter. 



MUSIC AS STORY: MUSART WITH MRS.
CLOSSON AND MS. DREYFUSS
Have you ever listened to a piece of music that draws your
mind back to a favorite memory?  The sights, the smells, the
people, the emotions – the story.  You can likely recall the
images of Cinderella’s dance with Prince Charming or Rocky
Balboa’s triumphant ascent up the stairs of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art with ease, but do you notice that you can
HEAR them as well?  

Like a painter with a paint brush or an author with words, a
composer uses symbols to create pictures with music.  If you
could tell your story with music, what would it sound like? 
 What would it look like on the page?  Music is a language
with which we can express ourselves and communicate to
others.  As we present and explore the visual symbols of
musical language at ECDC in our latest MusArt session, we
ask the children: what is a story that YOU want to tell?  
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November 8
No School: 
Election Day

November 24-25
No School: 
Thanksgiving

Calendar
Reminders

ECDC GIVES BACK: A
SUCCESSFUL FOOD DRIVE
FOR SHIM AND ONGOING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
DONATIONS

Thanks to the generous
contributions of our ECDC
and Temple Emanuel
communities, we were
able to contribute more
than 1000 pounds of food
to our neighbors in need!
Did you know that Temple
Emanuel has an ongoing
food drive for SHIM? You
can drop off non-
perishable food items and
personal care items in the
ECDC foyer. Additional
drives for Thanksgiving
Foods (to benefit
VolunTots) and Halloween
candy (to benefit Meals
on Wheels) will take place
during the month of
November. 


